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FORE'./ORD 

The Ionian ceographers of the fifth and sixth centuries B.C. 
believed the earth to be a disk floating in the oceans.   In the time 
of Aristotle the idea of a spherical earth was well established. 
Eratosthenes of Alexandria, in the third century B.C. measured its 
size with an error of less than fourteen percent.   Geodesists and 
cartographors of today still strive to perfect the determination of 
the size and shape of the earth, to locate and delineate its features 
with the utmost of procision, and to represent its surface accurately 
on the media most useful to man's many endeavors. 

The earth satellite program of the International Geophysical Year 
(IGY) promised a new tool to geodesy and mapping.   The Army Map Service 
(AIIS) is, therefore, proud to have had a part in this program, which 
has fulfilled its promise.    The following report of participation in 
Project Vanguard, as prepared by Lt Col W. £. Smitherman, Chief of the 
project for AHS, is presented as a resume of A>B activities in the 
tracking progran for the earth's first artificial satellite. 

It is regretted that all individuals who contributed to the success 
of the program cannot be recognized individually by mention in this 
report, by name.   Inclusion of these names would make this report too 
voluminous.   Accordingly, the report is Impersonal.    It is hoped that 
all persona who aided the AmQr Map Service in this project may know by 
this foreword that their efforts are duly appreciated. 

l*—^ 

F. 0. DmCKS 
Colonel, Corps of Engineers 
Contnanding 

— --•-fte*.*^ ^t« - *»^»:."".' 
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BACKGHOUItD 

Doin/' endowed with an Insatiable curiosity, man's interest in the 
nijrsterie3 of space probably beran at the moment the first man first 
raised his eyes from his limnediate earthly surroundings.   Ancient 
civilizations, in both hemispheres, left pictorial indications of the 
bowildement they felt at the wonders of the universe.    The ancient 
Egyptians evinced deliberate scientific interest in the refjularlties 
of the universe and predicted and used spatial phenomena for mystical 
as well as practical purposes.    Galileo's telescope permitted closer 
observation of celestial bodies and, to the ordered mind, ßave much 
In terms of visual knowledge as well as impetus to the pursuit of 
knowledpe of the reaches of space.    Leonardo da Vinci's dreams, turned 
into practicality by +he V/right Brothers, lifted man from his terrestrial 
bindings by a means which he c^uld control and allowed him to begin hie 
climb to the stars, 

Supplementinc the mechanical capabilities of the airplane and 
circumventing the limitations of both man and machine, the age of elec- 
tronics enabled man to place his instruments, by balloon and rocket, 
beyond his flyable ceiling.    He could then sample, in limited areas, 
the ambient conditions which he might expect to encounter should he 
be able to enter those areas.    Such a sampling was a significant portion 
of the program for the International Geophysical Year established for 
1 July 1957 thru 31 December 193'8.    The scientific program for launching 
a small, unmanned, earth-circling,  instrumented earth satellite was 
stimulated by a resolution passed by the Special Committee planning the 
International Geophysical Year at its Rome meeting in October 195h» 
The project was sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences and the 
National Science Foundation as part of the U, S. program for participation 
in the IGY. 

On 29 July 1955* Secretary of Defense V/ilson announced the partici- 
pation of the Department of Defense in this program.    He stated that 
technical advice pnd assistance would be provided to the program by the 
scientista of the DOD, who had long been engaged in the exploration of 
the upper atmosphere« 

On 9 September 1955, the Secretary of Defense announced DOD responsi- 
bility In a trl-servlce program to launch a scientific satellite during 
the period of the TOY and assigned management of the technical program 
to the Navy Department.   The Secretary of the Navy directed the Chief 
of Naval Research, on 2? September 1955* to execute the Navy's portion 
of the program.   On 6 October 1955, the Chief of Naval Research requested 
the Director of the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) to proceed with the 
project, thereafter known as Project VANGUARD. 

The purvlaw of. this report as limited-Ifgeafter to the Army's 
responsibilities for the installation, operation, and maintenance of 
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a portion of the ♦•M'NirnACK" satellite tracking system. 

SITE RECONMIISSAMCS \ 

Between 27 March and U May 1956« a Site Selection Team composed 
of representatives of the Chief of Engineers, Chief Signal Officer, 
and the Director, Naval Research Laboratory, made an extensive reconnais- 
sance to locate suitable tracking station sites«   The team was accompanied 
in South America by a representative of the Inter American Geodetic 
Survey (IAGS).   This team based its site selections upon criteria furnished 
by NRL which are of interest to note here«   In addition to a minimum size 
of approximately 750 by 750 feet, some of these were? 

a«   Station locations generally along the 75th meridian of 
west longitude in northern Florida, Cuba, Panama Canal Zone and at approxi- 
mately 00, 12<>, 21°, and 3ii0 south latitude. 

b«   Sites on virgin ground with no fill.   Levelling from rroater 
height permissible to attain difference of elevation of plus or ninno 5 
feet. 

c«   Adjacent terrain height should be under 10° elevation for 
at least 1/2 mile, increasing to 20° at five miles. 

d. Maximum use of existing roads. 

e. At least two milos from high-tension power lines, larpe 
power plants, or lar^e power users. 

f•   At least 5 miles from aln/ays or airports unless tight 
air-craft control could be effected durinc tracking events. 

g.   Sites within one hour's travel of a major population center. 

h.    Good optical sighting conditions desirable. 

i.   All stations to be tied into the existing geodetic trl- 
angulation net. 

«sing these criteria, the team selected sites at the following 
locations: 

a. Fort Stewart, Georgia, (selected because of airways 
congestion in Northern Florida). 

b. Batista Field, Havana, Cuba. 

c. Rio Hata, Republic of Panama. 
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d. Parr-10 de Cotopaxi, Quito, Iicundor# 

j. Paripa de Ancon, Lijna, Peru« 

f• Salar del Camen, Antofagasta, Chile* 

g. Peldehue Militar3r Rest rvation, Santiago, Chile. 

Of these, the Rio Hata station was later deleted since its observations 
would have been larfely redundant to those of Navy stations at San Diego, 
C?liforria and Antif^uaj  British West Indies« 

In addition to selection of suitable sites for tracking stations, 
the Team obtained assurances that the VANGUARD tracking program ^ould 
be accomplished in Cuba and South America as an extension of the activities 
of the Inter American Geodetic Survey during the IQY without revision of 
the basic IAGS mapping agreements« 

Descriptions of station sites are part of separate appendices to 
this report applicable to each station« 

STATION COMSTRUCTION 

At the request of the NRL, the Chief of Engineers initiated station 
design and construction in September 1956»   District Engineers, Savannah 
and Jacksonville Engineer Districts were directed to proceed with this 
work in their respective areas in accordance with specifications estab- 
liühed by the NRL.    Supervision of construction of stations in Cuba and 
South America was placed, by the Jacksonville District Engineer, under 
the Panama Area Engineer, Fort Clayton, Canal Zone«    Construction contracts 
were awarded to the following firms: 

a«   Fort Stewart Station— 
Brittain Construction Co« 
Savannah, Ceorria 

b«    Batista Field Station- 
Frederick Snare Corp. 
Havana, Cuba 

c«    Cotopaxi Station— 
Caribbean Construction Corp« 
Coral Gables, Florida 

d.   Ancon Station— 
Mito Fazio & Co, 
Lima, Peru 



e«   Antrx'agasta Station— 
JoxtB Razmlllc Vlahoric 
Antofagasts; Chilo 

f•   Peldehue Station- 
Salinas, Fabres & Co, Ltd* 
Santiago, Chile 

A prorequisite to station construction was the precise location 
of the station centers in geodetic and astronomic terms«   Astronomic 
and geodetic surveys, locating the station sites with respect to 
existing first-order triangulation nets, were extended by the followin^t 

a«   U. S, Any Map Service 

b.   Corps of Engineers, Savannah Engineer District 

o«   U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 

d.    Inter American Geodetic Survey in cooperation witht 

(1) Institute Cubano de Cartografia y Cat astro of Cuba 

(2) Institute Geografico Militär of Ecuador 

(3) Institute Csografico MUitar of Peru 

ik)    Institute Geografico Militär of Chile 

Computations to adjust these positions to a common "VANGUARD 
DATUM" were accomplished by the US Army Map Service« 

About these center points, the station antenna system was oriented 
and constructed«   The antenna system is in the form of a 500 foot cross 
and, since the accuracy of its antenna pattern determines the precision 
of a station's observations and data, a brief description of some of 
the location and orientation criteria will be of interest« 

a«   Position accuracy   -   plus or minus 0,5 foot per mile 
with respect to existing first-order triangulation net« 

b«   Direction accuracy -   plus or minus 3 seconds of arc 
with respect to geodetic north« 

c«   System level accuracy - plus or minus 1/6 Inch in 500 feet« 

Oovernmant-furnished equipment shipped to the stations included 
prefabricated buildings, antenna posts and rails, electrical conduit 
and wire, and. In fact, everything needed for station construction 
except basic local items such as form lumber and concrete« 
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A general station description is at Appendix A. 

PRELS-IIMRY OPSRATICI^L PLAIÜIDP 

In discussing prolininary planning, it is appropriate to note 
some early cpcrKtional estimates.   These were, at the time, considered 
najdmum. 

a«    The satellite nrogram was to be a United States contribution 
to the IGY. 

program« 
b.    The VANGUAKD prograTi was to be the only U. S, satellite 

the IGY. 
c.    One launchinn attempt would be made each two months during 

d.    Satellite battery life would be two to three weeks, with 
each station tracking no more than four passes per day« 

e«   Ihirijic the five to six week period from battery discharge 
until the next launch attempt, stations would be on a minimum standby 
status, meetlnc one comniinication schedule per day and keeping critical 
timo-standard equipnont in operation« 

f.   Ample warning of all launchings would be furnished. 

Under these criteria, initial personnel planning envisioned re- 
quirements for approximately 12 people per station, with everyone 
"doubling in brass" during the tracking periods and recuperstinr and 
resting in the standby periods.    How these esti   bos and plans proved 
inaccurate will be seen in later discussion of oporations. 

Original desires for Communications would have resulted in e 
very comprehensive network of radio teletypewriter and voice facilities 
connecting the VANOUAHD Control Center with each station and providing 
inter-station circuits.    The cost estimate for this network was suf- 
ficiently high that requirements were reduced to single-channel radio 
or wire teletypewriter circuits between VANGUARD Control and each 
station.   This system, as initially engineered and installed, proved 
adequate«    In the case of the radio-teletypewriter circuits, ex- 
perience proved the feasibility of full-duplex, or simultaneous two- 
way, operation.    Engineering had been done on the basis of half-duplex, 
or one-way, operation and stations were consequently short one receiving 
antenna.   This lack was satisfactorily remedied by local improvisation« 
Experience also showed the 10 kilowatt radio amplifiers at the three 
southernmost stations to be needed very rarel". 



Radio circuits to South American stations were terrinated at 
yuany Heights, Canal Zone, and there connected throuch allocated 
channels in the Army V/ashington-Panana 12-channol single-sidcbanc^ 
radio system to the Department of the Army Communication Center. 
Thence, the circuits went by leased land line to the Vanguard Control 
Center* The overall effectiveness of these circuits has exceeded 
98.5 percent« 

Leased land-line teletypewriter service between the Control 
Center and the Fort Stewart station was entirely adequate.   To the 
Cuba station, the original leased circuit consisted of land-line 
and submarine cable to Havana, and a radio link from Havana to the 
station*   Combinations of troubles in this composite circuit prompted 
the Installation of a direct radio-teletypewriter link between the 
station and the Department of the Army Communication Center as an 
alternate route*    Improvements In the commercial circuit, however, 
were of such nature that the alternate link saw very little use 
except for twice-daily tests* 

ARMY MAP SERVICE ENTRY INTO PROJECT VAMQUARD 

By Department of the Army letter, subject:    "Amor Participation 
in Project VANGUARD", 16 October 1956, the Chief of iingineers was 
assigned responsibility for executing tne following specific Army 
functions under guidance from the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) 
and the Chief Signal Officer: 

a. Acquisition of real estate and construction of essential 
facilities for the tracking stations.    (This confirmed prior assignment 
of this function.) 

b. Provision of equipment not furnished by the Navy, and 
the Installation, maintenance, and operation of tracking, telemoterinr> 
and communications equipment at the tracking stations enumerated under 
LilTc; RECONNAISSANCE. 

c*    Provision of communication facilities (by expansion and 
utilization of the Army Command and Administrative Network (AGAN) 
system) to pass the tracking data from the various tracking stations 
to the data processing center operated by the Navy in the vicinity 
of Washington, D. C* 

d.    Provision of trained personnel to operate the tracking 
J tat ions and communications system. 

This same letter assigned responsibilities to: 

a.    The Chief Signal Officer to support the Chief of 
Engineers as necessary* 
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b. The Commanding Generals, Continental Army Command 
(CONAilC) and IJ. 3. Army, Caribbean (USARCARIB) to provide routine 
administrative and logistic support In their respective areas. 

c. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel to provide 
required personnel spaces. 

The Chief of Engineers assigned implementation responsibility 
for his VANGUAHD mission, except land acquisition and construction, 
to the Commandinp Officer, Army Map Service (AMS),    CG, CONARC, 
through Third US kmy, riesignated the CG, Fort Stewart, to support 
that station.   CC, l/SAIiCAKIB designated the Inter American Geodetic 
Survey 'lAOS) as his operating agency*   Direct communioations between 
AMS and Fort Stewart and lAGS were authorized. 

The CO, AJ'S, established a separate operational element within 
the headquarters which was designated "PfiOJECT VANGUARD TASK FORCE." 
In addition to the VANGUARD mission, this element was assigned cogni- 
zance of the A>S Project BjiTTY.   This project was initiated and operated 
to use electronic observations of artificial satellites for geodetic 
purposes and was, therefore, directly related to and dependent upon 
the VANGUARD program. 

A request was made for the assignment of a Signal Corps officer 
to AMS as a Staff Advisor.   Upon assignment, this officer was designated 
Chief, Project VANGUARD, AMS, and remained in this position throughout 
the period of Arr^jr participation. 

The Chief of Engineers also made an iranediate request for 16 
additional enlisted power equipment specialists, since by this time 
it was apparent that stations would have to operate power equipment 
full-time and perform all ocheJons of maintenance.   This request brought 
VANGUARD military spaces to 8 officers and 6$ enlisted men. 

AMS PUNNING A UP TRAIN INC 

Project VANGUARD Task t'orce became operational on 1 February 19^7, 
consisting of: 

a. One Colonel, Corps of Engineers, Task Force Chief. 

b. One civilian secrotary. 

c. One Lieutenant Colonel, Signal Corps, Chief Project 
VANOUARD (actually reported for duty k Februniy 1957). 

d. The $230 Enpineer Detachment (Geodetic Purvey) which had 
been transferred from Fort iillss, Texas, to operate Project BETTY and 
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to form the nucleus of the Task Force« The CO of the 523d was desi/rnated 
Chief, Project BSTTY. The detachment Operations Officer was mde Task 
Force Operations Officer for both projects and the detachment's one 
warrant officer functioned as Administrative and Supply officer to the 
Task Force* 

Rather than establish a totally self-sufficient operational element 
for the VANGUARD function, the Commandine Officer, AMS, directed that 
the Task Force be supported, as appropriate, by the AMS Staff, The 
efficacy of this decision is apparent in the success of the mission. 
Much credit is due the supply, administrative, and fiscal staff elements 
for accomplishing the added workload* Other staffs have made their 
contributions also, and all have distinguished themselves by their 
cheerful and complete cooperation« 

By this time, station construction was under way. Signal Corps 
engineering of the basic communications system was well advanced, and 
the Initial contingent of military personnel were under orders to the 
AMS« The Task Force settled immediately into the problems of completing 
plans and arranging for specialized training for the station personnel« 

The NHL established a school for MINITRACK and telemetry familiar- 
ization« The station chiefs (Army captains), all enlisted electronic 
technicians of the original contingent, six civilian technicians provided 
under an Army contract, a number of civilian engineers provided under u 
Navy contract, and a number of IM- personnel, including the scientists 
to be assigned to the Army stations, were trained in h-S week courses in 
this school« 

Further training In communications was conducted for Army personnel 
by the US Arrny Communications Afency (USACA) at the Department of the 
Amy Communication Center, the Transmittinp station at Woodbridge, 
Virginia, and the Receiving Station at LaPlata, Maryland, for periods 
of approximately two weeks in each location. Power equipment specialists 
were trained at the Engineer School, Fort Belvoir, Virginia« 

During the period of USACA training, the station chiefs were used 
by the Task Force to accomplish detailed planning for their respective 
stations and to assist in overall project planning. Some of the actions 
accomplished during this period were: 

a« Re-evaluation of personnel requirements in the light of 
more complete estimates of station workload, transportation time, station 
utilities and housekeeping, and the by-then-apparent lag in the launching 
vehicle program and consequent compression of the launch schedule» This 
study resulted in a request for 35 additional enlisted spaces, including 
clerical and supply specialists. This brought the total enlisted spaces 
to an even 100, Nine additional spaces, requested for duty assignment 



to the UoARCARJB Sip^ial Officer, were allocated to UüARCAHIB instead of 
AMS. 

b. Development of budget requirements for Navy VANGUARD funds 
to support station installation, operation, and maintenance« It is to 
be noted that all military personnel costs, with the exception of temporary 
duty travel, were paid from Army funds« 

c. Development of Project Bills of Materials for spare parts, 
tools, vehicles, adriinistrati;re equipment, and Initial supplies« 

During this period, also, the enlisted men were assigned to specific 
stations. This assignment was accomplished according to individual pre- 
ference, insofar as possible« An Interesting development was that only 
one man had to be assigned his third choice, all others receiving first 
or second choice assignments« 

As the Minitrack vans were delivered to the NHL, each team partici- 
pated in the acceptance check of its tracking and telemetry equipment« 
This included actual operation of the equipment using the antennas at 
the Navy's Blossom Point, Maryland, prototype station« Signal sources 
were the sun, radio stars, and airplane-borne simulated satellites« 

Approved Bills of Materials for comnunications equipment were 
converted, as received, into requisitions« This was accomplished 
largely by the AMiS Supply Division with some help from team personnel« 

Amateur radio equipment was provided each team as an alternate 
communication system« tfhile seldom needed as an alternate means, this 
equipment proved worth much more than its cost as a means for inter- 
station discussion of problems as well as for conference-type discussions 
with NHL and the Task Force« The added morale value of a ••phone-patoh" 
to home and other "ham" activities, was tremendous« 

The Task Force accepted the .job, at the request of NRL, of 
accomplishing lease of all commercial teletypewriter circuits required 
for VANGUARD. The total system for which the AMS was ultimately re- 
sponsible consisted of 16 leased lines and the single-channel radio 
teletypewriter circuits previously mentioned. 

In May 1957, each Team Chief made a trip to his station and to at 
least one other« All officers wer»,' introduced to and oriented by thß 
1AGS in  its administrative procedures« During this reconnaissance 
trip the Team Chiefs made valuable .Vnitial contacts and preliminary 
arrangements for the reception of their teams« The AMS Project Chief 
accompanied the Team Chiefs on this trip as the first of several periodic 
visits to the stations« At this time, construction of all stations was 
well advanced and it was apparent that they would be ready for technical 
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installation to beßin in August»    The site contractors were to install 
all station utilities, the tracking antenna posts and rails, and the 
towers for communication antennas. 

Arrangements were made with the US Amy Signal Engineering Agency 
(USASEA) to provide installation teams for the signal equipment.    NHL 
provided sirailar teams for the tracking equipment.   Arrivals of these 
teams was planned so that they could be mutually supporting, with both 
receiving assistance from the station personnel. 

STATION INSTALLATION 

In July and August 1957, station teams moved to their respective 
sites.    The Fort Stewart team, attached to the parrison there, had 
fewer problems than those going outside the U, S,   They were living 
and working on familiar ground and had the entire post behind them so 
that they were able to settle in and go to work without major problems« 
This should, in no way, belittle their efforts, which were magnificent. 

In Cuba and South America, the situation was considerably different. 
With the exception of the Quito station, discussed in its appendix, 
contract construction was virtually complete.    Team personnel found 
temporary quarters and Installation work began immediately.   While 
installation progress was food on the average,  each station had its 
own peculiar problems.   These will be discussed In individual appendices. 

Various solutions were found to the problem of permanent personnel 
housing.    These, too will bo enumerated in the station    vendices but, 
in general, each Team Chief mado his own decision.    In every case, the 
teams lived on the local economy with occasional opportunities to purchase 
from the Exchange and Commissary in the Canal Zone and obtain shipment 
of such purchases by military transport. 

Many small problems occurred in this period, generally of the 
"brush-fire" variety.    Lost and slow shipments and parts of shipments, 
transfer of personnel records, and a variety of other activities kept 
the "wires hot".    It was necessary that the station chiefs find their 
own solutions to many local problems.    The experience and familiarity 
of the IAGS Projects with local conditions and resources was of very 
valuable aid during this period. 

It quickly became apparent that, in initial planning, too much 
depcjudsnce had been placed on local procurement of materiel and services. 
In the case of support to power units, this was paxticularly true since 
it had been expected  that practically all parts could be bought locally. 
It was found that almost none were available.    Additionally,  it was 
found that a single 30 kilowatt power unit would not cany the station 
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load and maintain satisfactory voltage regulation.    It was necessary^ 
therefore, to operate two units in parallel at all times.    This greatly 
increased maintenance problems and seriously reduced the standby power 
capability,   AltS initiated two actions to relieve this situation: 

a, Secured approval for, procured, and shipped an additional 
power unit for each station.    These units were h5 kilowatt standard 
military items which were supportable from Arwy Depot stocks, 

b. Prepared a maintenance parts list and provided the stations 
with an extensive stock of parts for the original 30 kw units as well 
as the added h$ kw units.   While this could be considered a "routine" 
support function, AMS considered it non-routine In the light of its 
emergency nature and the requirement for commercial purchase of parts 
for the 30 kw equipment.   After this initial procurement and stocking, 
the Engineer, USARCARID, was requested to and did assume support re- 
sponsibility for power equipment.   While the foregoing developed during 
the station installation period, the actions taken extended well into 
the period of active station operation which will be discussed later. 

Two enlisted clerical specialists were placed on duty with the IA0S 
in the Canal Zune to augment that headquarters in support of the additional 
work load.   All VANGUARD personnel remained assigned to AMS with duty at 
their respective sites and were attached to the IAGS for administration 
and support. 

Since operational control remained with AMS, the need for a liaison 
officer in the Canal Zone promptod the assignment of an additional officer 
to the VANGUARD Task Force,    This officer was furnished by the AMS without 
additional authorization.    He was placed on temporaxy duty with the IA0S 
In July of 1957 to represent the Task Force and to assist the Director, 
IAGS, ao necessary in VANGUARD matters.    The direct liaison thus effected 
was instrumental in the rapid solution to many mutual problems. 

In early September 1957, the VANGUARD Task Force Chief departed 
AMS for overseas assignment.    Reorganization effected at this time resulted 
In the Commanding Officer, AMS, assuming the position of Task Force Chief, 
The BETTY and VANGUARD Projects became independent but coordinate 
operational elements directly under the Commander and remained so until 
the termination of VANGUARD responsibilities. 

As the system neared operational readiness, material was prepared 
and sent to the stations for on-the-job training and testing of team 
abilities.    Chart recordings of simulated satellite passes were made at 
Blossom Point,    These were duplicated at AMS and shipped in coded packages 
to the several stations.    It was planned that "diy-nms" would be 
conducted, under the control of NRL, using these charts for checking the 
teams'  abilities to read-out and transmit the tracking data.    It was 
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expected that these tests would be co/iducted in the months of October 
and November 1957,  so that the stations would be ready for the first 
satellite launching event in early December* 

OPERATIONS 

Tracking practice began with a "bang" on U October 1957, when 
the world learned that Sputnik I had that day become the first artificial 
satellite of the earth«    It will be remembered that this feat was a 
surprise to the world and it was no less so to VANGUARD.    Direct communi- 
cations had been established to Fort Stewart and Antofagasta.    Other 
stations were nearly ready, but had to be reached by various slower means • 
Commercial cable, the IAGS radio net, amateur radio, and long distance 
telephone were all used to pass to the stations the scant technical 
information available about the Soviet satellite«   No preparation had 
been made for either detection or tracking at the frequencies used. 
Emergency equipment alterations and antennas were designed.    Station 
teams and the Installation crews worked around the clock for several 
days to make the necessary modifications«    A special shipment of radio 
receivers was sent by air to all stations.    Eventually all stations 
were capable of some tracking at the Sputnik frnquencles bur. the data 
obtained were approximate, at best.   On 26 October, the Sputnik radio 
faded and all hands breathed a sigh of relief.    It was Ijr/nedia^ely 
realized that this "wettest dry-run in history" had been a blessing in 
disguise«    The shake-down under pressure,  and the realizaMon that they 
could do the job, did wonders for team and individual moraL.i.    It was 
•ilso now apparent that tracking missions could come without the expected 
-jaming and that the Project would have to be preparad for anything« 
This realization was extremely fortunate since, on 3 November 1957, 
the Russians launched the second Sputnik.    During the six days of its 
radio life, tracking operations, while still crude, began to approach 
the routine. 

The NHL, meanwhile, made the decision that two of the Army stations, 
Lima and Santiago, would be given a quick-change capability for the 
.Sputnik frequencies«    Other stations concentrated on preparation for 
4 racking US satellites but retained a detection and monitor capability 
in the 20-UO megacycle range« 

December 1958 and January 1959 gave opportunity to apply the traininr 
program planned for the previous two months.    After the one ill-fated 
launch attempt in early December,  the teams  settled down to improvement 
of their techniques and the physical appearance of the stations.    The 
IAGS obtained necessary personnel authorisation and established the 
VANGUARD Liaison officer as a member of its Canal Zone Staff.    The AMS 
officer returned to Washington and became Assistant Chief, Project 
VANGUARD, AM3. 
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31 January 1958 saw the successful launch of the first US datellite- 
Explorer I»    ihere is no doubt that this was a preat day fcr the Anny« 
It was also a prcat day for the VANGUARD Task Force«    At Irng last, 
there was a trackinp job to be done which was at least approxjbnately 
that for which preparations had been made.    By now, the teams were so 
completely US and IGY that, except for the inevitable friendly jibes, 
hardly a thought was piven to the fact that an Army cylinder instead 
of a Navy ball was carryinp; the signal which made the marks on our 
charts.    Outside the US the tracking stations were considered a part 
of the IGY contribution of the country in which they were located« 
The fact that this was an Army satellite made even less difference to 
the Latin Americans.    In Cuba, Ecuador, Peru, and Chile it was "el 
Explorador" or "el Sputnik Americano" which was circling the earth 
and it was "Minitrack del Peru", or Ecuador, or Chile, or Cuba, which 
was tracking the signal and enriching the world's knowledge.   The 
writer was in Latin America during the month of February 1957 and noted 
that, of the hundreds of questions asked by the press and Hy private 
citizens,  barely a dozen referred to Explorer as other than the US, 
or the American, satellite. 

For the first time,  the stations were receiving the data for 
which the VANGUARD tracking and computing systems had been designed« 
Upon attempting to pass this data over the teletypewriter system into 
the computer, a problem arose which had been entirely omitted from 
original planning.    It had been expected that,  if the data were trans- 
mitted accurately as to numerical content and group spacing, the computer 
would do the rest.    It developed,  however, that a great deal more 
precision in message preparation was required.    The computer could not 
tolerate the teletypewriter operators' means of message correction» 
the "letters" machine function as a tape "rub-out".   Additionally, 
other machine functions used in the data messages had to be exactly 
placed in the tape.    In the interest of speed as well as accuracy, it 
was found necessary to abandon the idea of teletypewriter operation as 
an additional duty for other specialists and to provide the stations 
with qualified operators«    It was also determined that those stations 
having radio teletypewriter equipment needed Radio Supervisor«.    Ac- 
cordingly, request was made for 3^ additional enlisted spaces in tnese 
specialties«    This was approved and brought the Task Force authorized 
strength to eight officers, lih enlisted men, six contract civilians, 
and one civilian secretary. 

On Saint Patrick's day in 1958, the long-awaited VANGUARD I 
satellite was orbitted.    Although much derided as the "grapefruit," 
the orbit of this U-pound sphere was superior to previous ones and we 
of the Task Force rejoiced with the NRL at the vindication of its 
planning.    Thanks to the experience gained on Explorer, station teams 
were able to track VANGUARD I so successfully that, after a few days, 
the computer was able to determine the orbit with a high degree of 
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accuracy and the requirement for i-apld data was relaxed« 

The launching of Explorer III on 26 March 1958 proved the validity 
of planning for full-tine tracking«    There were three US satellites In 
orbit and all were emitting a trackable signal.    Instead of the three 
or four passes per day, each station was now recording 10 to 15*   This 
busiest period lasted for almost two months»   By the end of that time, 
satellite tracking was a routine business for which each station team 
felt well-qualified. 

Of the other satellites orbitted during the period of Axrny partici- 
pation, only 1958 Zeta caused any excitement«    This one. Project SCORE, 
was launched In almost complete secrecy«    It was only after completion 
of Its first orbit, and the subsequent public announcement, that VANGUARD 
was given Its frequencies«    These were such as to require complete re- 
timing of the MINITRAClC system.   Never-the-less, VANGUARD stations re- 
corded the third, and tracked the fourth and subsequent orbits.    This 
was a considerable tribute to the capabilities of the station teams to 
meet and deal quickly with the unexpected« 

A significant test of Initial station location criteria occurred 
at the Lima station.   It will be remembered that one specification had 
been Isolation from high-tension power lines«   Early in 1958 construction 
was started on a 15 kilovolt line along the Pan American Highway some 
700 meters from the Lima station.    Progress of this line was watched 
with considerable interest and some trepidation.   When it was energized, 
however, no interference to station equipment was noted.    It was decided, 
then, to install coimercial power to the Lima station«   Although this 
project was initiated, it was not yet completed at the end of the Army's 
period of participation. 

Extensive modifications to the Fort Stewart station began in raid- 
1958. These changes made that station part of a special-purpose east- 
west fence and effectively removed it from the IGY MINITRACK system. 

The Cuba station team experience'   some anxious times during the 
early days of 1959 when the govemme.-fc of Cuba was overthrown by the 
M26th of July"  revolutionary movement.    The station was closed on New 
Years' Day, as  a precautionary measure,  and reopened on 6 January« 
No damage occurred to the station, nor was it molested in any way« 
One vehicle was lost but personnel were not banned.    The remaining 
vehicles and a number of the station personnel were placed at the 
disposal, of the American Embassy and assisted in the evacuation of 
tourists from Havana* 

This report would be incomplete if it did not pay tribute to the 
Invaluable assistance received from others.   On the stations, the 
services of the Navy scientists and contract personnel were indispensable« 
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Had these personnel not been provided by the NHL, it would have been 
necessaiy that their equals be furnished by the Arrny»    In retrospect^ 
it can be said that the AMS Task Force would have wanted the sane 
individuals. 

The Inter American Geodetic Purvey, for its own direct support 
and for its coordination of the support of other l/SARCARIB elements, 
deserves a sizeable amount of credit for the success of the trackinf 
mission.   Its Liaison Officer to AMS has been one of the most valuable 
unofficial members of the i'ask Force» 

Without the constant attention of the personnel at the D, A« and 
USARCARID Communication Centers, the quality, dependability and speed 
of communications would have been much degraded.    This would have 
seriously reduced the value of tracking data» 

To the staffs of the Amjy top Üervice, the Chief of Engineers, the 
Chief Signal Officer, and others of the Department of the Army goes 
credit for the many supporting actions taken as well as the freedom 
of operation and direct liaison granted the Task Force» 

Last, but by no means least, the VANGUAHD Group of the Naval Research 
Laboratory must be thanked for their ruidance, understanding, and ready 
assistance. 

TERMINATION OF ARMY KiSroftollilLITY 

The 85th Congress, by the Uatlonal Aeronautics and Space Act of 
1958 (Public Law 65-568), established the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA),    Uxecutivo Order of the Pre.' Ldent Number 
10783, 1 October 1958, transferred to the NASA ^ll functions of the 
Department of Defense with respect to Project VAIJGUARD, 

Plans were placed in effect to support the NASA until it could 
prepare for operation of the trackinc stations and to effect the transfer 
without loss of operational effectiveness.    The NASA agreed to provide 
not less than 60 days notice of its readiness to accept responsibility 
for the tracking stations and to continue the Army's responsibilities 
therefor until the date of transfer.   On 30 December 1958, this notice 
was received and the time of transfer set as midnight 28 February 1959» 
fly subsequent arrangements, time was reduced for the Fort Stewart station 
to 31 January 1959*    WASA contract technical personnel were phased into 
the stations by early January and an intensive training program pursued 
during the intervening two month?..    Contract administrative personnel 
were procured locally and integrated into the teams.    Army personnel, 
withdrav/n by normal attrition,  were replacwd in operational positions 
by civilians so that by 2R February only a handful of enlisted men 
remained. 
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All station property had been accepted by the designated NASA 
representatives by 28 February,    Therefore, on 1 March 1?59* tho 
transfer had been completed and the stations were in NASA hands. 

Department of the Army letter AGAM-P(M) 676.3 (26 Feb 59) DCSLOG, 
27 February 1959, subject:    "Army Participation in Project VANGUARD," 
rescinded the 16 October 1956 letter, same file and subject, and thereby 
officially terminated Army responsibilities.   Of .course no change is 
completed so abruptly.    There were actions in progress, such as supplies 
already in the pipeline, which must be pursued to conclusion.   Fiscal 
accounting remained to be completed.    Operationally, however, the Arny 
had accomplished its mission of helping to track the earth's first nine 
artificial satellites and thereby had contributed toward the satisfaction 
of man's curiosity concerning his environment. 

CONCLUSIOMS 

Two years of experience in the VANGUARD Program leads to a number 
of conclusions.   Most of these are believed valid for application to 
any militaiy activity supporting essentially scientific projects of 
world-wide interest,   Thoy are presented here for consideration in 
future similar .missions« 

a. The earliest nossible assignment of responsibility to 
an operating and supporting element is, at best, not too soon.   Many 
"crash" actions in this program could have been avoided if the Project 
VANGUARD Task Forco had been able to /'row and plan with the Project, 

b. All resoonslbilities should be placed in one operating 
and supporting element,    'i'hat element should be as close as possible 
to the managing scientific agency.    The ideal proximity is the one 
which allows the operating element to feel it has a part in the program 
rather ti:<ui simply a task assigned by higher authority.    This enrenders 
pride in the program and  eliminates much inter-arency  rivalry   and 
jealousy«      From the point of view of the supported arency,  proximate 
location also tends to inanire confidence in the capabilities of the 
operating element, 

c. Maximum freedom of action is  imperative.     It was enjoyed 
in this mission and is concidorci one of the major reasons for successful 
execution.    Being essentially a laboratory operation,  the program was 
subject to many sudden changes in procedures and rp^'iiements.    Response 
to these changes was necessary,  often,   in a matter of a few hours, 

d. Appropriate priority must be given to cuarantee adequate 
response of fiscal,  personnel,  and  supply activities.    Coupled with 
direct communication authority,  this  assures support v;hen and as needed. 
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e«   Isolated si^a, such ts the VANGUARD stations in Latin 
America, should Include living facilities for unmarried men.   One of the 
major problems of this mission was that of personnel transportation 
between working and living locations. 

f. Regardless of the fact of attachment to a headquarters, 
it will be found that a Team Chief will have to accomplish many adminis- 
trative and command functions.   These should be planned for and adequate 
types and numbers of personnel provided, to Include an assistant Team 
Chief.   Since control of an isolated team «mounts to command, the Team 
Chief should also be vested with the authority of a commander. 

g. Most Instructions and orders will be passed orally or by 
message.   Formal letters were found too time-consuming even for the 
purpose of confirming messages.   A rapid, direct communication system 
ie a must, as is the willingness to accept orders without a signed 
signature.    Two additional factors relating to communications are 
notedi 

(1) Most circuit outages were caused by equipment failure. 

(2) Extensive informal discussions of technical matters 
were necessary. These did not need to be recorded and were very slow 
and laborious when conducted by teletypewriter. 

Duplicate radio equipment with a voice channel in addition to the tele- 
typewriter channel would have been much more useful.    In lieu of the 
seldon-used high-power amplifiers, such a system probably could be 
provided at little added cost. 

h.    Outside the U. S., it is important that, host countries 
feel themselves a part of the activities.    For this reason, much emphasis 
was placed on the tracking activities of "ro.lect VANGUARD as a contribution 
of the host countries to the IGY.    Consequently, no classified activitiee 
were permitted and regular visitinE; hours were maintained.   When it was 
necessary to exclude visitors    from station technical areas during tracking 
operations, the exclusion period wss kept as short as possible and frank 
explanation was made.    Ihese practice? are highly recommended for good 
public relations. 

1.    Station power supplies require a better ratio of single- 
unit capacity to connectpd load in order that parallel generator operation 
Jtixy be reduced to a minimum.    This shortcoming in the VAVOUARD Project was 
due to demand load increase after power equipment was ordered.    Allowances 
for such growth should be applied in engineering future similar installations, 
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Dlatrlbution eyatma should be based upon electronic, rather than electrical, 
«ngineerlng principles to eliminate, as much as possible, voltage variations 
Intolerable to sensitive equipment. 

SUENinSD BYi 

N 
Lieutenant Colonel, Signal Corps 
Chief, Project Vanguard 
Amy Map Service 
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APPENDIX A 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF A MINTTRACK STATION 

MINITRACK is a system for angle trackine of a radio source by 
the phase comparison method. Tracking stations measure north-south 
and east-west angles to and the time of transit of the radio scarce - 
in this case, the satellites* The system has beeii technically described 
in many publications so this appendix will be limited to a general 
physical sita description. 

The accompanying photograph of the Fort Stewart station shows the 
layout of the tracking components. The top of the photo (woods and road) 
is north. A line drawn through the centers of the upper and lower antennas 
would pass through the center of the system (in the small white building) 
in a precise geodetic north-south direction* The other antenna axis is 
precisely 90 degrees from this. Each leg of the cross, to the antenna 
centers, is 250 feet in length* Specifications for grade, orientation, 
and level have been given in the main portion of this report. 

The small building in the center of the antenna field houses an 
astronomical camera used in station calibration* The trailer at the 
right center of the photo houses receiving, amplifying, time standard, 
and recording equipment of the MINITRACK system. Connections to the 
antennas are by buried pressurized coaxial cables* 

The portion of the station shown in the photo is typical of all 
stations* Not shown, but also a part of each station, are a headquarters 
building, a power unit shelter, a telemetry receiving antenna trainable 
within limits in an east-vest direction, and a telemetry turn-on antenna* 
Telemetering command turn-on and receiving and recording equipment are 
in the headquarters building. Antennas for radio communications, where 
used, are outside the station compound. All station areas are fenced 
for traffic exclusion but not for security* 
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APPENDIX B 

VANGUARD STATION #2 
Fort Stewart, Georgia 

LOCATION 

On the Fort Stewart Militaiy Reservation approximately 16 miles 
northeast of Post Headquarters, 

Geographic coordinates station center: 

Latitude 31°   59     07.805" N 

Longitude        81°   29     1*1.960" W 

Center elevation:    10.21 meters 

ARSA DESCRIPTION 

A veiy flat section of Georgia having clayish sand soil.   Water 
table is very close to the surface resulting in many swampy areas. 
Some clearing and topping of surrounding timber required for antenna 
pattern clearance. 

C0MMUH1GATI0NS 

Leased land-line teletypewriter. 

TEAM 

Arrived July 1957 

Composed of:    1 Officer 
20 Enlisted Men 
1 Civilian (Army Contract) 
3 Civilians (Navy Contract) 

Housing:    Post quarters 

PECULIAR PROBLEMS 

None 



APPL^DIX B (Continued) 

RESUME OK OPERATIONS 

citation operated normally until July 1950 when it was modified 
as a part' of a special-purpose east-west fence«    This chance involved 
complete replacement of the antenna system and some modification to 
tiquipnent.   The neu mission required constant visual watch on recording 
equipment.    Except for the fact that new contract personnel were placed 
at the station for training, addition of approximately/ ten men to the 
team would have been necessary« 

Station was transferred to the NASA on 31 January 19!?9« 



APPENDIX C 

VANGUARD STATION //3 
Havana, Cuba 

LOCATION 

On a Cuban Army Air Force iJase near San Antonio de los Banos, 
Cuba, approximately 37 kilometers south and slightly west of Havana, 

Geographic coordinates—station center: 

Latitude 22°    52*    16.132" N 

Longitude 82°    31«    26.120" W 

Center elevation;    I43 meters 

AlfflA DESCRIPTION 

A relatively flat area having a reddish-black sandy-clay soil« 
Scattered palm trees constitutes the only tall vegetation and are 
clear of the runway and approach areas«    Low vegetation and grass is 
lush.   Semi-tropical rainfall keeps soil wet and mud is a problem« 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Leased teletypewriter circuit composed of land line, submarine 
cable, and VHF radio teletypewriter. 

Amateur radio - voice and radiotelegraph—500 watts. 

Radio teletypewriter installed in early 195^ as back-up to 
leased line.    Power—1 kilov/att. 

TEAM 

Arrived July 1957 

Composed of:    1 Officer 
19 Enlisted Men 
1 Navy Scientist 
1 Civilian (Anrjy Contract) 
3 Civilians (Navy Contract) 
U Native Labor 

Housing:    Local economy for all. 



APPENDIX C (Continued) 

PECULIAR PROBLSI'IS 

The tense political situation plus location on an Army Base caused 
some uncomfortable situations.    It V7as necessary at times to schedule 
personnel so that all movement was accomplished in daylifht. 

RESUME OF OPERATIONS 

Station operated nomally until 1 January 1959»   Due to revo- 
lutionary activities, station was closed on that date and reoponed on 
6 January«    One vehicle was lost but neither station nor personnel were 
harmed. 

Public relations support was handled by the U, S.  Information 
Service attached to the Embassy,    This agency was highly interested 
in the station and the IGX,    Publicity was frequent and excellent. 

Station was transferred to the NASA on 28 Feburary 1959. 



APPEIOn D 

VAir/Jkm STATION //B 
wuito, Ecuador 

LOCATICIJ 

On a windy plain on the northern slopes of Mt« Cotopaxi about 
J,r5 kilometers south of Quito« 

Geographic coordinates—station center: 

Latitude 0°    37»    21«751" S 

Lonßitude        78°    3^'    hS.2ZQ" VI 

Center elevation:    3,567 meters 

MUZA PaSGRUrTION 

A high, f'rass-covered plateau with a soil composed of volcanic 
silt, sand, and clay.    Local nerae—PARAMO DE COTOPAXI«    Soil is visibly 
stratified in road and similar cuts, showing the deposits of volcanic 
material«    Mt, Cotopaxi is considered a dormant volcano and the area 
is subject to frequent seismic tremors typical of the Andean Range« 
The lend is part of a privately owned grazing tract and was leased 
from the owner. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Radio teletypewritor to the Canal Zone.    Power—-1 kilowatt. 

Amateur radio - voice and radio telegraph—500 watts« 

TEAM 

Arrived Aufist 1957. 

Composed of:    1 Officer 
23 Enlisted Men 

1 Navy Scientist 
1 Civilian (Army Contract) 
3 Civilians (Nnvy Contract) 
6 Native Labor 



APPENDIX D (Continued) 

Houslngt    U. S. Government leased quarters for unmarried personnel. 
Local economy for families. 

PECULIAR PROBLEMS 

Communication antenna towers were not erected by the site contractor 
as at the other South American sites.    This Installation had to be made 
by the Signal installation team and was a major factor in the time re- 
quired to complete the station. 

Altitude of the station site and almost continuous cloud cover 
precluded calibration of the station by aircraft.   Station personnel 
experienced some altitude acclimation difficulties. 

The road between Quito and the station site was very rough and the 
trip required 1^ to 2 hours.    This caused excessive fatißue to personnel 
and a serious maintenance problem for vehicles.    This section of the 
Pan American Highway is part of the anoient Inca Highway and is still 
paved and repaired in the Indian way.    There is no roadbed stabilization 
and paving material is river rock.    All maintenance is by hand. 

Station water supply is a spring which was periodically contaminated 
and could never be considered safe. 

RESUME OF OPERATIONS 

Station operated normally throughout the period. 

Due to excellent publicity by the U. S. Information Service and 
active effort on the part of individual licuadorians, local interest 
was very high.    In spite of the remote location, there were more than 
5,000 visitors during tho period.    Official visitors included the Vice- 
President of Ecuador and most of the (Government Ministers. 

Station personnel took an active part in community life and 
especially in sports« 

After the initial equipment, most shipments were made by military 
aircraft from the Canal Zone. 

Station was transferred to tho NASA en 28 February 1959. 



APPENDIX E 

VANGUARD STATIOJI #6 
Lima, Peru 

LOCATION 

On Peruvian Government land, approximately 36.5 kilometers 
northwest of Lima and about 700 meters to the right of the Pan 
American Hiphway near an emergency landinf; strip.    The resort 
town of Ancon is approximately 5 kilometers distant to the west. 

Geocraphic coordinates—station center: 

Latitude 11°   li6»    36.1*92" S 

Longitude 77°   09»    01.616" W 

Center elevation:    li9 meters 

AREA DESCRIPTION 

A hard-packed sand desert with occasional volcanic rocks. 
Local name—-PAMPA DE ANCON.    The station area is protected from 
driftine sand by a low ranpe of seaward hills.    Soil movement due 
to winds is limited to a few inches above the surface and locally 
called "dancinf ^and".   The desert supports no natural growth 
although, with adequate wetor, prass and other vegetation can be 
maintained.    The Pan American Highway provides excellent access to 
the city of Lima.    Area is subject to some earthquakes. 

COmUNICATIONS 

Radio teletypewriter to the Canal Zone,    Nonnal power—1 kilowatt. 
10 kilowatt amplifier provided but seldom used. 

Amateur radio - voice and radiotelegraph—500 watts. 

Commercial telephone to Lima. 

TEAM 

Arrived August 1957. 



APPENDIX E (Continued) 

Composed of:    1 Officer 
23 Enlisted Men 

1 Navy Scientist 
1 Civilian {Army Contract) 
3 Civilians (Navy Contract) 
6 Native Labor 

Housing:   Local economy for all*    Unmarried men in pension 
(boarding house)« 

PECULIAR PROBLEMS 

None 

RESUME OF OPERATIOhB 

Station was provided a quick-change dual-frequency capability 
after the launch of the first Soviet satellite* 

Operation was normal throughout the period« 

Installation of a 13-kllovolt power line along the Pan American 
Highway proved no detriment to station operation and led to installation 
of conaeroial power to the station« 

' Local Interest was quite high duo to USIS-managed publicity and 
the efforts of the Peruvian ICY Committee.    Proximity to the town of 
Ancon and the Pai American Highway also contributed to the numbers of 
visitors« 

Recreation racllities were plentiful and morale was continuously 
high. 

Station was transferred to the NASA on 28 February 1959, with a 
formal ceremony on the following day« 
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APPSUDH K 

VAIIÜUARD STATION #7 
Antofarasta, Chile 

LOCATION 

On Chilean Government land approximately 15 kilometers northeast 
of Antofa^asta alonp the Calama-Chuquicamata road. Station site lies 
about 700 meters to the rifht of this road, which is a section of the 
Pan American Hifhway. 

Geographic coordinates—station center: 

Latitude 23°   3?'    15.993" S 

Longitude 70°   16'    23.162" W 

Center elevation;    519 meters. 

AREA DCSC:aPTION 

The station site is on a bare desert plain lying between the 
coastal hill range and the first inland mountain range.   Local name 
for the general area—SALAR DEL CArtMEN,    Soil is composed of alternate 
layers of sand, with some small fragments of shale and volcanic stone^ 
and a hard sedimentary material with considerable nitrate content« 
Sand storma, almost a daily occurrence, are caused by winds from the 
west reaching 30-i|O knots.   This led to the station being dubbed 
«Tunnel of Winds."    In spite of the nitrate content of the soil, natural 
vegetation is absent and growth can be maintained only by deep cultivation 
and irrigation.    Rainfall is nc-llribie. 

The city of Antofagasta is the second port of Chile, being the 
ocean shipping point for the nitrate and copper mining industries Inland 
as well as the port serving Lhe country of Bolivia via railroad.   The 
name, from the Quechua lanri". e, means "rreat salt flat" and ia de- 
scriptive of South America's Pacific const desert which extends from 
Ecuador's southern border to Valparaiso, Chile, 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Radio teletypewriter to the Canal Zone,    Normal power—-1 kilowatt, 
10 kilowatt amplifier provided but seldom used. 

Amateur radio—voice and radiotelerraph—500 watts. 

«•' 



APPENDIX F (Continued) 

TEAM 

Arrived August 1957. 

Composed of:    1 Officer 
2k Enlisted Men 
1 Civilian (Army Contract) 
U Civilians (Navy Contract) 
6 Native Labor 

Housing:    Local economy for all«    (Enlisted men rented house on 
a cooperative basis). 

PECULIAR PROBLEMS 

The Isolation and uninviting physical appearance of Antofagasta 
and its surrounding area present serious personal adjustment problems« 
If the first impression can be endured, these detriments are quickly 
cancelled by the sincere friendliness of the population.    It is 
significant and a tribute to the personnel assigned to this station 
that it was necessary to remove only four persons because of inability 
to accomplish personal adjustment«   One of these was military. 

Almost no materiel support was available«    Some vehicle maintenance 
and local fabrication services were used but,  in the main, the station 
had to be self-sufficient. 

The nearest military supportinc agency was In Santiago—some 700 
miles«    This contributed to the feeling of isolation« 

Recreation iacilities of the typo to satisfy the needs of the 
young soldier are almost non-existent,    VANGUARD personnel. In the 
face of this situation,  provided their own recreation«    A baseball 
team composed of station personnel, and another of local grade school 
boys sponsored and equipped by the VANGUARD crew, captured high honors 
in local competition«    These and other self-developed activities 
contributed to the outstanding morale at this station.    Of no less 
importance was the acceptance of and friendly attitude toward the 
station on the part of the local populace« 

Only by constant attention and work were the maintenance problems 
created by blowing sand kept from degrading station operation« 

RESUME OF OPERATIüN.c 

Station operated normally throughout the period«    Although its 
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product was no better than that of others, in the light of overall 
conditions it must be considered the model station of the Amy-operated 
fence. 

Local interest was extremely keen« Publicity by the local newspaper 
was frequent and always excellent. Chilean military elements in the area 
gave unstintinn support. Liaison officers from the Chilean Air Force 
Base were especially outstanding in their concern with and assistance 
to the station, reflecting the interest of the Base Coranander and the 
Air Force* Local customs officials and transportation agencies gave 
such attention to materiel shipments as to practically eliminate 
difficulties experienced elsewhere. The US Consul gave much of his 
official and personal time in support of the station activities and 
personnel. The above should indicate that a great deal of credit for 
the success of Station #7 belongs to the people of Antofagasta. 

Initially attached to Chile Project, IAGS, the station was later 
made administratively and logistically independent of that Project. 
The station chief then dealt directly with Headquarters, IAGS, for all 
such support, including Class B funds. 

The station was transferred to the NASA on 20 Februaiy 1959« 



APPENDIX G 

VANÜUARD oTATION #8 
Santiago, Chile 

LOCATION 

On a Chilean Army Reservation aiiproxlroately 36 kilometers by 
road north of Santiago (weasured fron the Presidential Palace). 
Station site about 700 meters west of the road from Santiago through 
Colina to Los Andes. 

Geographic coordinates—station center: 

Latitude 33°   06«    58.106" S 

Longitude 70°   Ü0'    06.717" W 

Center elevation:    695 meters 

AREA DESCRIPTION 

The station site is a part of a natural bowl in the Andean 
foothills.    Local area name~FinjD0 PELDEIIÜE.    Characteristic soil 
is an almost black silty clay over    ravel mixed with conglomerate 
material.   Although a part of a military reservation, the area is 
under irrigated grain cultivation.    In dry seasons, unirrigated ground 
developes cracks up to two inches in width.    Surrounding hills and 
mountains lie at such distance that antenna pattern clearance criteria 
were barely met. 

COMNimCATIOIJS 

Radio teletypewriter to the C^nal  'one.    Normal power—1 kilowatt. 
10 kilowatt amplifier provided but  seldom used. 

Amateur radio—voice and radiotelegraph—500 w. tts. 

Commercial telephone to .Santiago. 

TEAM 

Arrived August 1957 



APPSimn Ü (Continued) 

Composed of:    1 Officer 
22 Enlisted .Men 

1 Navy Scientist 
1 Civilian (Army Contract) 
3 Civilians (Navy Contract) 
6 Local Labor 

Housing: Unmarried enlisted men initially in Government leased 
quarters, later on local econonor in 3-I4 man apartments. Families on 
local econon^* 

PECULIAR PROBLEMS 

None 

ICESUME OF OPERATIONS 

Station was provided a quick-channe dual-frequency capability 
after the launch of the first Soviet satellite» 

Operation was normal tbrouphout the period. 

Due to the distance to the   icrt of Valparaiso, the station ex- 
perienced considerable difficulty with ocean shipping and customs 
clearance. 

Station was transferred to the ilASA on 28 i-ebruary 1959» 


